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Professor P.J.Daniell(l) has proved th&t tho first 

variation of a functional is u linear functional of the variation 

of tli 3 a rguraent, and by a t.heore«(2) of Frederic Hi ess, io ex¬ 

pressible a3 a Stieltjes integral ^ 

l) $ Ft 

■where is* Q functional of the continuous function, 

in the interval û ± 4 ; and Df-$i0 ~ ^^j)*tCf 

The proof io not entirely complete, but by slightly strengthening 

one of tho assumptions the result ia obtained* 

Profesuor G.C.EvansfS) had previously demonstrated, that 

by assumptions related to those of Professor Daniell, the first 

variation t"hes theforw of Professor Volterra 

s) D//; <e) = 

In this paper it ie proposed to show that by adding 

certain postulates of Professor Evans* to the assumptions sufficient 

to give a complete proof of Professor Daniell*» result, the first 

variation is reduced from the form 1) to tho form 2)* It will also 

be shown that by m«Mentions V3~y '.similar to those of frofeesor 

(1) Bulletin of the Aa.Nath.Soc., 2nd Series. Vol. XXV, No. 9 pp* 414- 
416, June 1919 (Derivative of a Functional) 

(2) (Demonstration a un Theoreme Concernant Lee Operation Fonctionelle 
Leneaires) Annales de L*Loole Normale Cuperieue V 31, p. 10. 

(3) Bull4 Am.Uath.Soc., 2nd Series Vol XXL No* 8, pp* 387—397* 
llay 19f5, A Note on the Derivative and the Variation of a Function. 
Depending on all the Value of Another Function 1. 
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DanieXl'a, the first variation thkes the form of M, Frechet(l) 

s) o<-fi<p) = / (pCV PC%)<£ I 

Professor Daniall makes the following assumptions# 

(I) jFLp-FCfîl'â M ✓ncÆti //<-/*/ 

(II) Th" first rariation exists for ail oon- 

tinuous , and all continuous in the neighborhood of 

tty / 
By means of (II) it is proved that D (^J; is dis¬ 

tributive in i.e#j 

<) DC/j‘p. + tf’*) - D(Ji<p.) +- b(p<P*) 

This proof depends on the fact that the limit 

exists. It must be shown then that given 7^ > o 

5) 

for o<&< S • But this result does not follow from II unless 

the limit VC-fj'jtf) exists uniformly for all in the 

neighborhood of • This gives us the condition necer.snry to 
* 

(1) II# Frechet, Transactions Am.Math.Soc., Vol 15, 1914 p, 159, 
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complete the proof* 

(il*) The limit of (II) exists uniformly for 

all in the neighborhood of . 

Proof of the Distributive Pro party of the First yarigti on* . 

TincoBsi*- 0 (Jji a* $ +£'*&) =■ c-i D(fi #•)-(-£* 

To obtain this result from tho oondltlons X, and(lX’) 

by MI alternative method, there is need of several lesmu.3. 

Lemma a) J.S continuous in • 

Thin fact Is «*in Immediate conserience of f r) since ^iven 

any Yj>o we have 

y*jf h. Msk*+i4>-{A 
by talcing 

^ n 

iFCp-FZfâl 4 V7 $ “/>/= S 

M 

Q.E.TL 

LeiïDia t>) ù//i$) i® continuous in • 

This can be proved directly* Given any number ve 

can find £ such that 

lFCfi^Jï&££fiL - D(/„,<?;/ < £ . IZtg+juÊLml - D(f ?)l< £ 

for éb fixed < $ . 
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consequently 

| < ln^±iÆ£Uéè^}+ FghfC^j 
t r% ’ 7) i ^ 6 

from the uniformity of condition :i* we c m take^f'/Vac snail as 

we plei»ee without altering the validity of 6)j take /^~^/so email 

J-Fff ^ x 

{Lemma • x'rom 7) then 
a) . 

\t>( &,■<?)-0(fs<?)\ ^ V 

that 

and 

and Dty;4) is therefore continuous in 

(Lemma c) jD ~ JU^>. 
u &-> o 

This result folLovrs at. once 

^U) , 

FC-/+ # +tr(P*3-FL -fi-tep] 
6 

from the fact thit given I 

o) ^ ^ ^ ~ j é y 

for all £ some & small enough. ’"e oh to in 8| as foil ou3* 

9) jOdi-Wif*) - OC£;<?*>! é i 

for all 6r, &! t by leiama b). 

}D</j <£ 

by XI* for all ^ some number £ ; and consequently we may 

take, in this expression el= a < & , obtaining* 
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10) j + Cfs) - pC4+ *&+*<?*! ~ FLj+e,<?J J ^21 
pt 

Proa 0) snd 10) we obtains 

S) IP C*5«y- Fi£n±^jiîHllÆl j& y 

for all é such that ô‘ è = S snail enough, Q.E.J). 

We have, given ^ & euch tla t for e < £ 

jpc-g; tf, +<?*) - -FÇJJJ é jy 

Jbtyj tp,) - j * -P 

/» f/y «g - J 

io) Ibcfrcf.+ipj- H{>$.)-Up <?>)j 4 - J Fr/f *tf.+*cPJ -Ftf+ettl 

FL$+6'(?>1-FLS] 

hut by lemma o) for 6 snail enough 

and we have 

\Fjp*fl:£i£_ b(f>(?,)) <_£ 

for é small enough, and we can take ér so small 
that 
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holds, Finally from 10) we £et 

ID C-fl J ~ D (-^j ^Pi) -h ÿ 

and the theorem in proved. 

From the definition of the first variation we lirve 

X>Cj;c.0 =■ C.ù(Jji4>) 
since 

= c ■&*- Vf* »tr] - Fttl 
f,-,o y 

= e D (-$ > if) 
TTOïïI thin xr ct follows tha full distributive property 

11) D C i tfi + ~ G’t $) + P(^J‘ 
I 

From (t) with '’rofessv r L-niell we rQt 

I rtt-M-FCjf] < érMmcJ^ /<# 

Jo ( ^ 3 tf) I ^ M /VK^<XA\ I £pl 
12) 

Pro» U) and 12) wa asa ttot b{-$i4) 1» a linear function- 
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al end by the theorem of lî. Frederic Eiesz(l), is of the form l) 

where ) is a function of limited variation in (a,b), de¬ 

pending only on -ffr) • /F) 

Prom the results obtained by Professor Twanefs), bjr adding 

tofljt and (ri*), the following hypotheses* 

( jJ ) F['flfrfl is defined for continuous functions y/v 

having at most a finite number of simple discontinuities* 

(/ i F'Cf! i] = (o^>° 
is 

/>+¥ 

-K# 
(ot1v', *+• 

where is any continuous function of one rign in (a,b); and 

the function } st\ 

it follour at once that thef ir^t variation is reduced from the form 

1) to 2), 

much lee: 

(ut) 

But an analogous result can be obtained from resumptions 

stringent. Let us replace the postulate (l)by 

/pf/'7-F£/»7 / â M 

The postulate (l) follows imnodiately from so that from 

and (ill) we obtain as before^ 

(1) Loc.oit. P 11 
(2) Loc.cit. P 397, jiis. 
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The définition of will now be extended to a 

broader functional field. Consider the functional 

defined for every continuous function, ■$(À) , in (a,b), tnd 

within the region R bounded by the functions 4>< < <&. l.e. 

E« C J è /y é <p9(4) f (*'£'*£ 6) 

also satisfying 

(in ) {n^l- FCJ*J I & - />/ «Ml 

Then ftjM] is defined for all the functions of 

Baire. 

3\>r lot f/"} be any sequence of continuous functions in 

R, convergent in the mean eif order 1, This sequence converges to 

a limiting function , ITow consider the sequence of 

functional Values 

IS) FI/J * ( FCtf-FCja) F ’ 

corresponding to the sequence of functions 

/' *- ~/‘) i- ' ' * 

The series 13) converges to a finite unique limit for on 

considering the remainders we see 
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Jr- = I i. M [ifc+,-6-1 

I R„„l = / >Lfa3r FCtfl ± M 

|R„i(),| ^ | k M / l-p^fbl^ 

may all be made less than "7 » arbitrarily small by taking n large 

enough; this result follows from the hypothesis that the sequence 

i-fi converges In the Consequently the series l.’s) converges 

to a finite limit which is denoted by ~y/Y/fiJ , and we have 

-JLiJtw F" E -$v] ==• J~ ri/'ty] 
m —=> £>0 

Then 

This limit, moreover, is unique! suppose IH , :axd W 

ere two such sequences converging in the men» to 7*y. 

JU^ FEW = FLyJ = FtEV] 
✓n —>cro 

but we have 

I Ft'V'j-ffCVJl é //y -t- y / M 
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whore 

(n = jFc-it'j- Fcj~j/ 

(*) r_ JFCVI- FC^]} 

(3) = jnpi-H^l 

£ 
"but (C) ^ M X /^**~ ^ and we cnn t.ika /vi ^ rva0 

cuoh that (l) = ^/3 , ✓-H'V- >s*yto such that (2) ^ 

/>70 gr^t enough such that (3) ± and consequently 

vc have 

jF^y -F i-vyj b ^ 

or 

jZc^i F[ /*7 = FCfFy FLtyj 
/V\ —> cxJ sVl—>CO 

Also it is apparent that (ill) is satisfied for such functions 

''VY'/1) î for let * ffFf k® two sequences of continuous 

functions converging in the mean to V'foJ , and C^f/h) respectively, 

in the region R* Then we have 

/FF/~J - FCf^j à M 

for all n, and in the limit we get, sinoe tha ^ 

Cm*) [FEW -FUpl\ é, A1 lfiy-fld* 

are bounded, 
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Prom (itII*} we see that P^-^'is continuous in the limit 

functions • 

The r.bowe reasoning sufflees to show the functional may 

he extended to the first class of functions (liaire), for which it 

satisfies the hypothesis (llljt and the condition of continuity. 

In an exactly analogous way the functional may he defined fox' 

functions cf all finite classes of Hair?, in the region ft* 

To extend the definition of further, consider 

the sequence* 

J ’ ’ ' A * ‘ ’ 

»hioh converges in the meun to the function 'tyf'h) t in R, and in 

vùüvh each ~^/v\ is of class n. By the proceeding results 

Pis defined for all n, is continuous in , and s tisfiss 

^IIlJ for all . Then exactly ns before in considering the 

sequence* 

Flfl+ C FC^J - F Of]) +- • • • 

we ascertain th.-t F C pi = FL^Fl 

is unique and finite. Thus F ip is defined for functions 

of the clans 6J , the first transfinito number, end as before 

it follows that satisfies (ill) on these functions also. 

In summing up it is clear thrt the definition of 

may be extended to all the functions of Baire by the method of 

transfinite induction. 
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Bor suppose Tie assume defined for nil functions 

of class < cL , contained in the region R# satisfying; (l «nd 

consequently continuous in such functions. Then given any function, 

"WW in B, of class cL and consequently the limit of a sequence 

of functions 

/' J ■/* i /“i 

of classes < , we have, as before, 

=- FC'V'] 
✓w —> oo u 

is defined md unique. Also 

jFCvJ-FCWl ^ M 

by taking the limit in ^ 

J F L-g~l-FCf~Jl t M £ I 

where and are two functions of class o( , limits respectively 

of ■£ jj/i*^ of < o( , and finally FC'V'J is 

continuous in n^fé) of class cA , 

Since TJQ have already shown that FE'V't+l1 is ciofined^. 

for functions of class ^satisfies felt)for such functions, and is 

consequently continuous, by the principle of transfinite recurrence 

these properties exist for functions of all clashes. 
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It has "been shov.n that by replacing postulate fljhy^lirjl, 

the result 3) of Professor Daniell is ctill obtained. It will 

now be demons tT- tec? that by means of this resumption, tuo viriatior* 

takes the lorm 

3) fep(%) p(%)d.ï 

TIGSOrïLI-j- ca^Ay is an absolutely continuous fundtlon of in 

the interval (a,b), 

Tor suppose dÿt'h} is not absolutely continuous, then 

given ?>* » there lb n se paence of sets of non-overlap ing intervals 

{ (afriA^, four), • •• (£!.*£)} 

such that 

14) 

where 

l it {^ c^i > v 

JU, è(iP-*“) = 
/to* ->6# 1 

Consider the function g _ £coiu&~$ 
OJ "J* . ' U 

- O 

li. Hiesz has shown that a linear functional may be ex- 
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tended to functions of this type(l). Consequently we have 

je«~ pf'ii 
S*K OO v A PL* * *4 -*V v 

(where ^Th'Ci'Jta n linear functional of &ICM oJ,P ***• 

= ctfu (A**)-d (*jr>)} 

«) I Tit*£r] 

for />n>/»*t6 1 arse enough, by 14) 

j^ j Consider the functions 

SVT. ^a! Jb' - 

I c 

j £ a! 

t (a, %^isAj»■$) 
-\ 

_ 'jPcsrU^xS 1 (61 —J- ~Q.', &£/h V /'>* ✓ 

c 

o 

letting 

ÛF - 

L.= 

we have 

lé£l i ftty 

FCJ+±&~ C^^d-FCfi 

/&/ a MZ. OV 

(l) Loc.cit., page 11 et seq* 
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and letting 6- —=> o 

| D C/; f ~ ) i ' M. 

and as ^->00 we obtain 

I T' c ^ aîpA^ ^ 

4 /vi c tut*-it*) 

which is arsitr&rily snail, ~,nd therefore by tphing m large enough, 

can he mddc 

4 MP 

This gives a contradiction w 

absolutely continuous* 

ith 15) and 4 ifM must be 

finally we have(l) 

for if ejÿ/JJls absolutely continuous, it io equr lal to ^ 

and the C-tieltjes integral feducea to the 

Lesbesque integral, Jcf(\) °fJ( W<* f 
a* * 

Hence if j36rf) denotes aCjfA) where it exists and is, sry, 0 otherwise, 

then we have the above result* 
----erc-riv^-crrr-™*—————————— — ——— —— 
(1) Functionals and their Applications, f'39, page 59. Am.H'ith.Soc* 

Colloquium Lectures, Vol V, The Cambridge Colloquium 1916, Pqgt I. 


